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 ПРЕДИСЛОВИЕ 

 

Практикум к учебнику New Headway Pre-Intermediate содержит задания, 

которые могут быть использованы как для аудиторной, так и для 

самостоятельной внеаудиторной работы студентов І–ІІ курсов. Целью 

практикума является усвоение лексических единиц, приобретение навыков их 

использования в разнообразных речевых ситуациях и формирование у 

студентов  коммуникативной компетенции в сфере ситуативного общения. 

Практикум содержит 14 разделов к 12 урокам учебника. Каждый раздел 

включает 6 заданий, составленных согласно уровню учебника и требованиям 

коммуникативной методики преподавания английского языка. Предлагаемые в 

данном учебном пособии задания могут быть также использованы для 

итогового контроля каждой темы. 
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Unit 1. Getting to Know You 
 I. Match the words with their definitions 

1. arrive                        a. an establishment where money is deposited in accounts 

2. aloud       b. good-looking 

3. messanger                 c. to reach a destination 

4. universe                    d. to raise the feelings or emotions 

5. borrow                      e. to get the temporary use of a thing 

6. bank                          f. one who carries a message 

7. excite                        g. a person who lives next door 

8. accident                    h. an unfortunate event 

9. neighbour                  i. all existing things including the Earth and its creatures 

10. attractive                 j. in a normal voice so as to be audible 

 

II.  Match the opposites 

1.  difficult             a. short 

2.  impressed    b. silent 

3.  good                  c. plain 

4.  chatty                d. indifferent 

5.  funny                 e. easy 

6.  tall       f. bad 

7.  attractive           g. calm 

8.  nervous              h. slowly 

9.  hurriedly            i. hate 

10. like                    j. boring 

 

III. Odd word out 

1.  difficult, easy, hard, terrible 

2.  often, lot, seldom, rarely 

3.  smile, talk, speak, say 
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4.  football, study, golf, cricket 

5.  piano, violin, guitar, desk 

 

IV. Put these words in the right order to make sentences 

1.  him, decide, I, to, greet, couldn’t, how 

2.  himself, just, didn’t, He, about, talk 

3.  great, to, evening, It, a, the, was, end, way 

4.  theatre, I, a, part, in, small, have, a 

5.  She, bus, the, caught, home 

 

V. Gap filling 

easy  nervous  way  birthday  much  thirty  training  food  blind  exhibition 

1.  It was a great … … to end the evening. 

2.  I am …… to run the marathon for charity. 

3. Unfortunately he doesn’t play …… sport. 

4. I could see that the waiter knew it was a …… date. 

5. The girl enjoys Chinese … . 

6. Sally was really …… to talk to. 

7. It’s his …… tomorrow so he’s very excited. 

8. They were both …… when they met. 

9. They moved to Canada …… years ago. 

10. They are preparing a new …… at the moment. 

 

VI.  Write 10 sentences on the topic “My best friend”. 
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Unit 2. Whatever Makes You Happy 
 I. Match the words with their definitions 

1.  grandmother            a. kindness or voluntary giving to those in need 

2.  ordinary                   b. a distinctive taste 

3.  lipstick                     c. a female grandparent 

4.  enthusiasm               d. a small stick of cosmetic for colouring the lips 

5. currently                   e. usual, customary, not exceptional 

6. laptop                       f. on the present or approaching evening or night 

7. charity                      g. a small computer that you can carry with you 

8.  band                        h. a group of musicians organized for playing together 

9.  tonight                     i. at the present time 

10. flavour                     j. intensity of feeling or interest 

 

II. Odd word out 

1. queen, king, grandson, prince 

2. glass, goblet, ,fork 

3. slow, fast, quickly, rapidly 

4. healthy, weak, strong, robust 

5. company, firm, programme, organization 

 

III. Explain the meaning of the following words 

DJ    recipe  partner   famous    interviewer 

 

IV. Put these words in the right order to make sentences 

1. his, at, company, started, 16, age, He, own, the, of 

2. business, growing, The, is, fast 

3. dance, likes, electro, also, She, music, and 

4. parents’, is, from, flat, not, far, my, The, house 

5. jeans, time, the, wears, He, all, and, T-shirt, a 
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V. Gap filling 

lovely    place   shoes   chatting   idea   shopping   together   relax   lie-in   takeaway 

1. I’ve no … …what he does in the evening. 

2. She comes to my …… sometimes. 

3. I see her every day because we work … . 

4. I spend hours …… to friends online. 

5. I’m always so tired after work I just want to …… in front of the TV. 

6. Do you want to cook tonight, or shall we get a … …pizza? 

7. He has got a …… girlfriend, she’s the singer in the band. 

8. On my day off, I have a ……, and don’t get up till midday. 

9. I like …… at Masi’s, but mainly I shop online. 

10. I got these nice …… last week in the sales. 

 

VI. Write 10 sentences on the topic “What makes you happy”. 
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Unit 3. What’s in the News? 
I. Match the words with their definitions 

1. journey             a. a unit of linear measure, equal to 1,609 km 

2. mile                    b. a group of families living as community 

3. source                 c. a web page that is made up of information about a particular 

subject 

4. adventure          d. someone whose job is to take tourists to a place and show 

them around                     

5. tribe                     e. when someone is officially allowed to do something 

6. companion           f. angry and deliberately unfriendly towards someone and 

ready to argue with them 

7. guide                     g. someone you spend a lot of time with 

8. hostile                   h. the starting point of a river stream 

9. blog                         i. an unusual and exciting or dangerous experience 

10. permission           j an act of going from one place to another, especially at a long 

distance 

 

II. Odd word out 

1. go, do, come, leave 

2. explain, want, wish, decide 

3. issue, question, problem, answer 

4. folk, nation, people, mobility 

5. long, many, much, little 

 

III. Explain the meaning of the following words 

crew   court   employee   fan    problem     

 

IV. Put these words in the right order to make sentences  

1. the, Police, attendant, at, flight, home, his, arrested, home 
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2. airbus, an, exit, They, an, made, from, emergency 

3. him, how, wrote, much, People, they, admired 

4. yesterday, court, He, in. appeared 

5. support, I, this, really, enormous, appreciate 

 

V. Gap filling 

arrived   guilty   river   crew   millions   forest   sale   world   permission   journey 

1. He was working in the … ………when he met Ed. 

2. Early in the morning we were crossing the … by boat. 

3. They were angry because we did not have … to be on their land. 

4. The … took nearly two and a half years. 

5. When we … she was making some coffee. 

6.  The cabin …  left messages of support. 

7.  The flight attendant pleaded not … to charges of   criminal damage. 

8.  He has messages from … of people all over the world. 

9.  These T-shirts are on …10.This story went round the … in two days. 

10.  This story went round the … in two days. 

 

VI. Write 10 sentences on the topic “What’s in the News?” 
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Unit 4. Eat, Drink, and Be Merry! 
I. Match the words with their definitions 

1. ambition a. someone who is invited to your home 

2. couple b. a list of all friends of food that are available for a meal 

3. contented c. a desire for distinction or for a specific attainment 

 
4. pub 

d. the part of a television or computer where the picture or 

information appear 

5. delicious e. satisfied, willing to be content with 

6. guest f. a loo 

7. loo g. very pleasant to taste or smell 

8. menu h. a man and a woman who are engaged or married 

9. screen i. a request for food or drink in a restaurant 

10. order j. a building in Britain where alcohol can be bought and drunk 

 

II. Choose the opposites 

1. different a. noisy 

2. relax b. wake up 

3. sit c. big 

4. open d. slow 

5. tiny e. similar  

6. quit f. dry 

7. wet g. stand 

8. sleep h. concentrate, focus 

9. fast  i. leave 

10. arrive j. close 

 

III. Odd word out 

1. restaurant, café, firm, pub 

2. computer, notebook, phone, laptop 
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3. close, arrive, shut, lock  

4. field, sea, ocean, river 

5. views,food,meals,dishes 

 

IV. Explain the meaning of the following words: 

text message, file, email, site, mouse 

 

V. Put these words in the right order to make sentences 

1. The, spectacular, views, are 

2. put, computer, into, You, card, your, the 

3. unneсessary, were, Waiters, too, and, expensive 

4. People, with, were, restaurants, bored, old 

5. views, enjoy, can, They, the 

 

VI. Gap filling 

bread  cooked  cafes  contented  get  especially  love  above  emails  centre 

1. He was such a happy and … man. 

2. People came to the village by bus … to get them. 

3. The … is more important than money. 

4. I live in … of town, near the hospital. 

5. I don’t eat the … because I don’t like it. 

6. The family lived … the shop. 

7. The food is all freshly … . 

8. You can send and receive … and text messages. 

9. Streets are lined with restaurants, … , and snack bars. 

10.  It’s not easy to … a reservation. 

 

VII. Write 10 sentences on the topic “Eating  out”. 
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Unit 4 a. No Ordinary Place to Eat 
I. Match the words with their definitions 

1. excitement a. the main cook in a hotel or restaurant 

2. view  b. extremely good or impressive 

3. waiter c. an arrangement which you make so that a place in a, 

hotel, restaurant, plane, etc is kept for you 

4. be bored d. to continue for a particular length of time 

5. chef e. a man who serves food and drink at the tables in a 

restaurant 

6. guest f. tired and impatient because you do not think something is 

interesting 

7. reservation g. a system that allows you to send and receive messages 

by computer 

8. fabulous h. someone who is invited to an event or special occasion 

9. last i. feeling of being agitated, admired 

10. email j. what you are able to see  

 

II. Match the opposites 

1. expensive a. next to 

2. many b. leave 

3. difficult c. excited 

4. arrive d. ascend 

5. above e. cheap 

6. descend f. disappear 

7. down g. easy 

8. opposite h. below 

9. appear i. few 

10. disappointed  j. up  
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Ш. Odd word out 

1. restaurant, café, canteen, snack-bar, deck 

2. pot, plate, skillet, hamburger, glass 

3. meat, fish, candy, stake, salad 

4. tropical fish, sting rays, shark, turtle, salmon  

5. apples, pears, bananas, tomatoes, kiwi  

 

IV. Put these words in the right order to make sentences 

1. we, felt, The food, surrounded, eating white fish, was delicious, to be honest, but, 

fish of course, by, white fish, a bit bad 

2. We, to complain, couldn’t, anything, about, find. 

3. We, red tables, a card, picked up, of the big round, and, down, sat, at one. 

4. in the, In just, pots, inside, with our meals, came, the spiral tubing, of the table, 

middle of the table, a few, minutes, flying down, in the. 

5. the ground, People, waving, to, were, us, from 

 

V. Gap filling 

email  views  reservation  costing  guest  excitement  fabulous  lasted  chefs  waiter  

1. The news caused great … among scientists. 

2. The house has wonderful … over the valley. 

3. A … should be well trained and polite. 

4. It’s … us a fortune in phone bills. 

5. The … prepare the finest food. 

6. You are here as my … . 

7. Make  a …, please. 

8. The room has … views across the lake. 

9. The hot weather … for the whole month. 

10.  Send me an … when you have any news. 

 

V1.Write 10 sentences on the topic “What are you looking forward to?”  
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Unit 5. Palina the Girl with Two Families 
I. Match the words with their definitions 

1. disaster a. a group of shops together in one large covered building 

2. accident b. a group of people who are related to each other 

3. contaminated c. a sudden event which causes great damage or suffering 

4. charity d. make something better 

5. abroad e. a book that explains phrases of a foreign language 

6. phrase book f. money or gifts given to help people who are poor, sick, etc 

7. shopping mall g. a situation in which someone is injured, something is damaged 

8. mile h. a foreign country 

9. family i. something  has had a harmful substance added to it 

10. improve j. a unit of measuring distance 

 

II. Match the opposites 

1. continue a. poor 

2. international b.leave  

3. fluent c. nobody 

4. difficult d. answer 

5. sell e. stop 

6. worried f. calm 

7. question g. local 

8. everybody h. easy 

9. offer i. buy 

10. stay j. refuse 

 

III. Odd word out 

1. ill, healthy, depressed, sick  

2. village, city, town, field, country 

3. shopping mall, store, shop, magazine 
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4. expert, doctor, healthy, professional, specialist 

5. talk, say, speak, write, pronounce 

 

IV. Put these words in the right order to make sentences 

1. Ireland, you, have, a, holiday, like, to, Would, in ? 

2. lives, everybody, The, village, in, disaster, changed, the, of 

3. depressed, the, were, villagers, often, ill, and 

4. charity, The, returned, of, experts, with news, a 

5. years, to, family, twice, She, a, visit, started, the  

 

V. Gap filling 

nervous  speak  offered  checked  phrase book  run  depressed  disaster  teens 

contaminated 

1. Villagers were often ill and … . 

2. The experts … her again. 

3. The … changed the life of everybody in the village. 

4. Palina felt a bit … about leaving home. 

5. The mushrooms were badly … . 

6. A … was the only way to communicate with the Irish family. 

7. They … to pay for her to study in Ireland.  

8. Palina helped her parents…the farm. 

9. She could…….a few words of English. 

10.  Palina was in her…..the experts returned to Polessye. 

 

VI. Write 10 sentences on the topic “Living abroad”. 
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Unit 5 a. Looking Forward 
I. Match the words with their definition 

1. be fed up (with) a. express a plan decided before the time of speaking 

2. be retired b. a desire for distinction or for a specific attainment  

3. be bored c. to be excited and pleased about something that is going to 

happen 

4. surfing d. the activity of riding over the waves on a special board 

5. cycling e. tired and impatient because you do not think something is 

interesting  

6. be going to f. a liquid that is used to supply power to the engine of cars 

7. be looking 

forward 

g. feel that you should do something for someone 

8. ambitions h. be bored and tired 

9. owe i. the activity of riding a bicycle  

10. petrol j. to make someone feel very unhappy 

 

II. Match the opposites 

1. healthy a. happiness 

2. free time b.  profit 

3. be delighted c. town 

4. full-time d. busy time 

5. disaster e. employed 

6. ask f. unhealthy 

7. village g. be disappointed 

8. difficult h. part-time  

9. debt i. easy 

10. retired j. answer 
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III. Odd word out 

1. leave, come, study, stay, go 

2. parents, daughter, medicine, brother, nephew 

3. night, day, mile, evening, morning 

4. often, seldom, never, rarely, charity 

5. forest, capital, river, field, sea  

 

IV. Put these words in the right order to make sentences 

1. hope, future, took, all, for, It, away, the 

2. They, meat, to, sold, fruit, the, vegetables, and, market, international 

3. school, came, to, Experts, her 

4. became, good, with, She, friends, the, children 

5. mall, They, a, visited, shopping 

 

V. Gap filling 

applying   nurse   changed  child   missed   warm   kids   move   ring   surfing  

1. I’ve got three … and my husband works abroad.  

2. I’m thinking of … for another job. 

3. I’m going … for two weeks. 

4. I’ll give you a … and maybe we can do something together. 

5. She was an only … in the family. 

6. She … her family, but couldn’t speak to them.   

7. A holiday in Ireland … everything. 

8. The Irish family gave Palina a …welcome.  

9. I wanted to … back  home. 

10.  Would you like to be a doctor or… and help people? 

 

VI. Write 10 sentences on the topic “Hope for the future”. 
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Unit 6. The Way I  See  It 
I. Match the words with their definitions 

1. cosmopolitan a. someone who works or owns a shop that sells flowers 

2. profile b. the legal ending of a marriage 

3. quite c. made of herbs 

4. florist d. knowledge or skill that you gain from doing a job activities 

5. hectic e. a short description that gives important details about a person 

or place 

6. divorce f. start living in place 

7. experience g. someone who comes from a different country 

8. herbal h. calm and peaceful 

9. foreigner i. a place has people from very different parts of the world 

10. settle j. very busy or full of activity 

 

II. Choose the opposites 

1. tiny a. disappointed 

2. clever b. plain 

3. wealthy c. different 

4. pleased d. warm 

5. true e. funny 

6. pretty f. big 

7. boring g. impolite 

8. similar h. stupid  

9. polite i. false 

10. cold j. poor 

 

III. Odd word out 

1. college, university, business, academy 

2. office, café, cafeteria, restaurant 
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3. florist, chemist, physicist, neighbor 

4. baseball, practice, surfing, squash 

5. entertainment, city, town, settlement 

 

IV. Explain the meaning of the following words 

personality, customer, hectic, exhibition, partner 

 

V. Put  these words in the right order to make sentences 

1. wanted, medicine, to, always, I, study, always 

2. nationalities, My, are, patients, of, all 

3. colleagues, I, my, friends, miss, and 

4. foreigner, I, here, like, feel, a  

5. work,  The   didn’t    marriage 

 

VI. Gap filling 

organized    becoming   miss   area   rich    pleased   suitable    something    awful     

experience 

1. This … is very cosmopolitan and that’s why I love it. 

2. I learn … new every day. 

3. Things are more … here. 

4. The weather was … and the skies were grey. 

5. I bought this restaurant and it’s … more and more popular. 

6. I’m giving people an… of my culture. 

7. I go to Colombia every year, but when I’m there I … England. 

8. gone comes from very … family. 

9. I’m very… with my new car. It goes really well. 

10.  What film is … for young children. 

 

VII. Write 10 sentences on the topic “A multicultural city”. 
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Unit 7. Living History 
I. Match the words with their definitions 

1.  royalty a. belonging to times long past 

2.  persuade b. to have or use something at the same time as someone 

3. ancient c. land with trees, bushes, etc 

 
4. crew 

d. the type of family, social position, or culture that someone 

comes from 

5.  share e. a person or a group of people related to a monarch 

6. staff f. employees carrying out the work of an establishment 

7. estate g. a person who was in someone’s family in times 

8. background h. a piece of landed property 

9. ancestors i. to accept a point of view 

10. parkland j. a group of people who work together 

 

II. Match the synonyms 

1. frequent a. begin 

2. huge b. best-loved 

3. to earn c. consist of, combine 

4. favourite d. appear 

5. to include e. costly 

6. responsibility f. a lot of 

7. arrive g. continual 

8. start h. obligation 

9. many i. to make money 

10. expensive j. enormous 

 

III. Explain the meaning of the following words 

photographer, receptionist, historian, aristocracy,  generation 
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IV. Odd word out 

1. married, single, alone, divorced, engaged 

2. press, newspaper, journal, shop, magazine 

3. children, baby, infant, youth, pal 

4. hotel, home, inn, lodging, motel 

5. history, year, century, day, month 

 

V. Put  the words in the right order to make sentences 

1. The,  in,  situated,  the,  house,  hills,  is 

2. background.  likes,   He,  to,  historical,  explain,  the 

3. To,  money,  run,  the,  costs,  of,  house,  a lot 

4. knows,  Dave,  about,  everything, computers 

5. jobs , family, two, She, a big, had, and 

 

VI. Gap filling 

includes   journey   exhibition   abroad   art   job   motorbike   important   ancestors 

ancient 

1. When I was ten, there was an … of  Tutankhamon. 

2. Her father got a … as a line manager in a big company. 

3. He has made some very … discoveries. 

4. During the … they often were in danger. 

5. I get around town on a … . 

6. Frieda was born in Germany, but she has lived most of her life … . 

7. She has a passion for … civilization. 

8. The collection … paintings by Raphael. 

9. There are often … exhibition, flower shows and concerts in grounds. 

10.  My … built a house fit for a king. 

 

VII. Write 10 sentences on the topic “Ancient buildings in Ukraine”.  
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Unit 8. Girls and Boys 
 I.  Match the words with  their definitions 

 
1. tiny 

a. a group of viewers or listeners of a work of art or 

entertainment  

2. coach b. ordinary 

3. disaster c. extraordinary large 

4. audience d. a friendly informal conversation 

5. website e. arousing great interest or enthusiasm 

6. common f. a very small 

7. exciting g. a place on the World Wide Web that contains information 

8. enormous h. a small body of still water 

9. chat i. a person who trains athletes 

10. pool j. a total failure 

 

II. Odd word out 

1. black, white, thin, purple, brown 

2. nephew, son-in-law, uncle, colleague 

3. bag, purse, space, wallet, case 

4. question, answer, reply, statement, thing 

5. hard, difficult, strict, easy 

 

III. Explain the meaning of the following words 

Tiny, climber,  coach, worldwide,  charity 

  

IV. Put these words in the right order to make sentences 

1. answer, the, preparation, Good, is  

2. help, get, professional, He, must 

3. had, with, She, months, to, physiotherapists, work, five, for 

4. in, boys, white, The, see, and, black, everything 
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5. months, and, I, within , met, Jon, married, sixteen 

 

V. Gap  filling 

fever   shopping    chat    get on    dived     doctor    problem    fight   passionate   

shock 

1. The four girls are… about dancing and horse-riding. 

2. They wanted to … and ask us questions. 

3. Another … for  me was how nice the girls were to each other. 

4. The thing  I  loved most was … with the girls 

5. Most of the time they … really well together. 

6. What questions does the … ask? 

7. I’ve got a … and my whole body aches. 

8. What seems to be the … ? 

9. They raced around the garden and … into the pool. 

10.  There  was  a … between  one  of  the  little  boys  and  his  big  brother. 

 

VI. Write 10 sentences on the topic “Differences between girls and boys”. 
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Unit 9. Time for a Story 
I. Match the words with their definitions  

1. evil a. a person in a play ,novel 

2. romance b. an invented idea, statement or narrative 

3. horror c. an episode or story centered on highly imaginative and 

emotive scenes of love  

4. fiction d. to bring into disorder, to mix up 

5. character e. a book that sells in large quantities 

6. cheque f. a written order for a bank to pay a stated sum  

7. confuse g. indifferent to another’s suffering causing pain 

8. murder h. an intense feeling of fear  

9. cruel  i. the intentional and unlawful killing of one person by another  

10. best seller j. morally bad, harmful 

 

II. Odd word out  

1. guidebook, fiction, story, poem 

2. crime, servant, attack, suspect 

3. personality, character, nature, potion 

4. childhood, youth, infancy, control 

5. bed, sofa, stove, coach 

 

III. Explain the meaning of the following words  

suspect, lawyer, maid, poison, monster 

 

IV. Put these words in the right order to make sentences  

1. the, recognized, maid, A, the, witnessed, killer, crime, and  

2. The, replied, voice, in, doctor, strange, a, wild  

3. laboratory, himself, the, in, locked, his, He  

4. Mr. Utterson, addressed, The, was, letter, to  
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5. this, change, He, to, began, monster into  

 

V. Gap filling 

 laboratory maid  evil  violent   became  body  sounded  regret   side   position 

1. He  could no longer get rid of the … Mr. Hyde. 

2. His behavior … more and more unusual. 

3. He licked himself in his … . 

4. His voice … different. 

5. He became more and more … and cruel. 

6. When he drank it, his whole … changed. 

7. The killer was recognized by a … . 

8. Mr. Hyde showed me … for what he had done. 

9. He believed that inside every human being there was a good … and an evil side. 

10.  My … is very strange, I cannot explain. 

 

VI. Write 10 sentences on the topic “A Crime story”. 
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Unit 10.  Our Interactive World 
I. Match the words with their definitions  

1. smartphone a. surprise, wonder 

2. oversized b. very hard valuable stone 

3. amazement c. to have as property, to posess 

4. battery d. a systematic investigation and study 

5. last  e. everywhere in the world 

6. own  f. a mobile phone that also works as personal digital assistance 

7. worldwide g. to remain unexhausted or alive for a long time 

8. diamond h. a portable container of a cell for converting chemical into 

electrical energy 

9. complaint i. too big 

10. research j. a statement in which someone complains about something 

 

II. Match the opposites 

1. mobile a. buy 

2. always b. completely 

3. switch off c. catch 

4. sell d. below 

5. send e. short 

6. throw f. exclude 

7. nearly g. switch on 

8. long h. immovable  

9. include    i. never 

10. over j. receive 

 

III. Odd word out  

1. diamond, ruby, clay, onix 

2. prolong, continue, last, cease 
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3. entertainment, research, study, investigation 

4. possess, own, bring, belong,h ave 

5. million, thousand, billion, litre, hundred 

 

IV. Put these words in the right order to make sentences  

1. spend, money, clothes, of, to, You, lot, don’t, on, need, a 

2. you message, a, have, I, just, text, sent 

3. do, most, Which, visit, often, websites, you ? 

4. German, was, a, ability, by, This, predicted, mathematician.  

5. More, more, attracted, and, were, his, readers, to, site 

 

V. Gap filling 

batteries  viruses  numbers   share  diamond   blog   database  complaints   Internet 

commercial 

1. The Sales assistants are trained to deal with customer … . 

2. Bridget has got a … engagement ring. 

3. You have to take the top off to charge the… .  

4. They began to … their lives. 

5. The first … Internet café was opened later that year. 

6. More damaging … appeared in the 1980s. 

7. The word … wasn’t used until 1997. 

8. How many telephone … do you know by heart? 

9. People can connect to the … in any café using their own Laptops. 

10. A young computer scientist built a single, easily searchable … for students to 

access information.  

 

VI. Write 10 sentences on the topic  “Internet in your life”. 
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Unit 11. Life’s What You Make It! 
I. Match the words with their definitions  

1. nan (nanny)  a. to claim or assert falsely so as to deceive  

2. tune  b. landed property 

3. career   c. a marriage ceremony and festivities  

4. statement  d. a melody with or without  harmony 

5. pretend  e. darling; a way of speaking to someone you love. 

6. Fashion f. a child’s nurse   

7. wedding g. one’s advancement in a profession 

8. lifestyle h. the current popular custom or style, especially in dress  

9. estate  i. expression in words 

10.  sweetheart  j. the way a person or group of people live 

 

II. Match the opposites 

1. refuse    a. young 

2. until b. host 

3. death c. begin 

4. educated d. plain 

5. married e. birth 

6. end f. accept 

7. now g. divorced 

8. guest   h. before 

9. mountain i. ignorant 

10. old j. after 

 

III. Odd word out  

1. well-known, famous, certain, noted 

2. refuse, deny, forbid, renounce 
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3. return, go back, revert, proclaim 

4. film, report, news-reel, documentary 

5. married, engaged, separated, pleased, divorced 

 

IV. Explain the meaning of the following words  

billionair, collector, spelling, mistake, childhood  

 

V. Put these words in the right order to make sentences  

1. got, two, engaged, They, later, years 

2. getting, thinking, next, We, of, married, are, spring 

3. started, go, marriage, to, The, wrong. 

4. He, for, learning, six, has, Spanish, been, fashion. 

5. studied,university,I,design,after,fashion 

 

VI. Gap filling 

baby  divorced  classical  proof  headquarters  cave  grandfather  wedding  sent  time 

1. There was never a … when I wasn’t singing. 

2. My parents loved … music 

3. The … of his company  are in Germany. 

4. My parents came over for the … 

5.  We are expecting a … next April. 

6. The family are … that money cannot buy happiness. 

7. His parents … when he was nine. 

8. He was imprisoned in a … in the mountains for five months. 

9. His father like his … before refused to help. 

10.  When he was eleven he was … to an elite boarding school. 

 

VII. Write 10 sentences on the topic “A famous person”. 
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 Unit 12. Just Wondering 
I. Match the words with their definitions  

1. forecast  a. a declaration of intention to punish, hurt 

2. advice b. indefinitely  

3. threat c. a massive star 

4. pill d. to predict or estimate beforehand 

5. exist e. to have a place in reality 

6. surface f. provision of what is needed  

7. permanently g. a small ball of medicinal substance for swallowing whole 

8. season h. each of the divisions of the year (spring, summer, autumn, 

winter)  

9. supply i. the outside of a thing 

10. giant  j. an opinion given as to future action  

 

II. Match the opposites 

1. junk food a. before 

2. careful b. miserable 

3. nice c. cons 

4. after d. excited 

5. buy e. awful 

6. happy f. healthy 

7. fed up  g. loose 

8. pros h. careless 

9. find i. strong 

10.  weak j. sell 

 

III. Odd word out 

1. hydrogen, water, oxygen, neon 

2. great, cool, warm, hot 
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3. ask, answer, reply, give 

4. hate, dislike, fancy, ignore 

5. postgraduate, student, people, schoolgirl 

 

IV. Explain the meaning of the following words  

universe, hemisphere,  galaxy, moon, bottom 

 

V. Put these words in the right order to make sentences 

1. water, The, will, Earth, become, too, exist, hot, to, for 

2. Universe, infinite, The, probably, is 

3. radiation, Our, harmful, blocks, atmosphere, solar 

4. Way, just, Our, the, Milky, sun, is, of, one, stars, in, the 

5. time, now, is, miraculous, That 

 

VI. Gap filling 

team  crossroads  word  size  temperature  dad  left   wait   people  bet 

1.  I’m going to … on this horse. 

2. Tony’s … is fed up with his son. 

3. I wont say a … to anyone else, I promise. 

4. If you arrive there before me, … by the door. 

5. If he trains hard, he’ll be in the … . 

6. Jimmy and Flora are at a … in their lives. 

7. They all describe dilemmas that … find themselves in. 

8. The earth is the right … . 

9. Some … believe that the Universe will continue to expand. 

10. The … will drop to zero. 

 

VII. Write 10 sentences on the topic “The Wonders of the Universe”.  
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